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JAMES S. ROYER 
Computer Science Department, 
University of Chicago, l lOOE. 58th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 
In this paper we investigate inductive inference identification criteria which per- 
mit infinitely many errors in explanations, but which require that the "density" of 
these rrors be no more than a certain, prespectified amount. We introduce three 
hierarchies ofsuch criteria, each of which has the same order type as the real unit 
interval. These three hierarchies are progressively more strict in the way they 
measure density of errors of explanations. The strictest of the three turns out to 
have all of its members, save one, incomparable to the identification criterion which 
permits finitely many errors in explanations. © 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of inductive inference machines (or IIMs) as begun by Gold 
(1967) and developed by many others (see the surveys in Angluin and 
Smith, 1983; Case, 1985; Klette and Wiehagen, 1980; and Osherson, Stob, 
and Weinstein, 1985) is concerned with describing the capabilities and 
limitations of algorithmic devices that do learning. The motivations for this 
work range from studying the foundations of artificial intelligence and the 
philosophy of science (e.g., Gold, 1967; Blum and Blum, 1975; and Case 
and Smith, 1983), formal theories of language learning (e.g., Osherson, 
Stob, and Weinstein, 1982; and Case and Lynes, 1982), and automatic syn- 
thesis of computer programs from example inputs (e.g., Smith, 1982). For 
the most part, in this paper we interpret our results as being about 
machines that perform scientific inference; that is, given experimental data 
about some phenomena, these machines try to construct an explanation (or 
theory) for the phenomena. (In the concluding section we briefly sketch 
how some of the ideas we develop can be applied to the work in language 
learning.) We investigate inductive inference machines that infer 
approximations to phenomena nd study the trade-offs that result from 
varying the accuracy of the approximations and the uniformly of the dis- 
tribution of errors. Before we discuss the details of our results, we first give 
a quick sketch of some of the basic, background notions of the theory of 
IIMs. We begin by discussing the basic model used in the theory of IIMs 
which do scientific inference. 
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Consider for the moment a scientist S (mechanical or otherwise) 
investigating a discrete, deterministic, real-world phenomenon F. S is able 
to perform discrete xperiments x on F which yield corresponding discrete 
results f(x). From time to time S conjectures an explanation, e, for F. In 
order for e to be a correct explanation of F, e must tell one how to 
calculate, given experiment x, what the correct corresponding experimental 
result, f(x), should be. Thus, may take e as being a computer program 
which, in essence, computes the f associated with F. By suitable G6del 
numberings we can take this f to be a function from N (the natural num- 
bers) to N. We can then model S's actions with an inductive inference 
machine M which is fed as input the graph of f an ordered pair at a time, 
and which in the course of its computations, outputs a series of computer 
programs, which one can think of as conjectured programs for f We say 
that M converges to an explanation, e, for f iff, at some time t, M outputs a 
program e at time t and, for all times past t, M never outputs a program 
different from e. M correctly identifies f iff M converges to an explanation 
for f and that explanation is a program for computing f 
An identification criterion for IIMs is, rougly, a criterion which one 
applies to the behavior of an IIM M on input function f to decide whether 
M successfully identifies f For example, we say that M EX-identifies f iff 
M correctly identifies f, as defined above. (The EX stands for explanatory.) 
Case and Smith (1983) loosened the EX identification criterion somewhat 
to obtain the following collection of criteria. For n e N, we say M EArn_ 
identifies f iff M converges to an explanation e for f and e is a program 
which computes f correctly except for at most n places. (Thus, EX- 
identification=EX°-identification. Also note that if M EX~-identifiesf, 
then M also EX ~ + 1-identifies f )  Case and Smith's motivation for studying 
the EX" criteria was that scientists ometimes employ an explanation for a 
phenomenon that has anomalies, that is, the explanation fails to correctly 
predict he outcome of some number of experiments. They give the example 
from physics of the classical explanation of dispersion which is anomalous 
in the X-ray region. (Lakatos (1978) argues that most scientific theories are 
"born refuted," that is, they are put forward in the face of the fact that they 
have known, prima facie anomalies. In that paper Lakatos details a num- 
ber of nice historical examples of successful scientific theories that are non- 
etheless awash in "an ocean of anomalies.") A key result in (Case and 
Smith, 1983, Theorem2.6) is that, for every n, EX"+t-identification is a 
strictly more general criterion than EX~-identification i the sense that 
there exists a class of functions 6 e such that a particular IIM can EArn ÷ 1 
identify each element of 5O, but such that no IIM can EX~-identify every 
member of 5 °. Thus, there is a trade-off between the number anomalies per- 
mitted in an explanation and the inferring power of IIMs. Case and Smith 
define EX*-identification as follows. M EX*-identifies f iff M converges to 
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an explanation e for f and e is a program which computes f correctly 
except for at most finitely many places. (EX*-identification was introduced 
in Blum and Blum (.1975) where it is called a.e. identification.) Case and 
Smith prove that EX*-identification is a strictly more general criterion (in 
the same sense as above) than the "union" of the EX n criteria (Case and 
Smith, 1983, Corollary 2.7). Thus, the criteria EX °, EX1,..., EX* form a 
natural, strict co + 1 hierarchy. 
One can criticize the EX ~ and EX* criteria on at least two points: (i) 
that they do not admit enough errors and (ii) that they admit too many. 
To illustrate the first point, let us go back to the example of the classical 
theory of dispersion. It is perfectly reasonable to expect hat in some sen- 
sible codings (i.e., G6del numberings) of the world the X-ray region of the 
spectrum would correspond to an infinite set of data points; hence, under 
such codings, the classical theory of dispersion would be anomalous in 
infinitely many predictions. We argue (without much supporting evidence) 
that, in actual science, explanations which have anomalies are likely to be 
anomalous on a whole class of predictions that one might as well treat as 
an infinite class. Given that one accepts this argument, the EX ~ and EX* 
criteria are too strict to reflect how anomalies occur in actual scientific 
theories. The second point of criticism is due to Case (1985). Case criticizes 
the EX* criterion (and by extension the EX ~ criteria for large n) as being 
impractical because under these criteria one can converge to an 
explanation for a phenomenon which is almost everywhere correct, but 
which is still incorrect on predicting all the experiments about which one 
would ever care, e.g., the finitely many experiments on which ones 
instruments are accurate. Thus, the EX ~ and EX* criteria fail to model 
what one would want in practice because, in this case, they fail to ade- 
quately control how the anomalies in explanations are distributed. 
This paper makes a start toward addressing both of these two points of 
criticism. We define three new types of identification criteria: AEX a, UEX ~, 
and HUEX a (where a is a real number in the interval [0, 1 ]). All of these 
criteria share the characteristics that they allow infinitely many anomalies 
in explanations, but they also require that the density of the anomalies be 
no more than a certain amount. (We make precise what we mean by "den- 
sity" in Sections 3 and 4 below.) The three types of criteria, AEX, UEX, 
and HUEX,  are progressively more strict in the way they control the den- 
sity of anomalies in explanations. Since all of these criteria permit infinitely 
many anomalies in explanations, they all to a degree meet the first point of 
criticism of the EX ~ and EX* criteria. However, we show that all of the 
AEX a and UEX ~ criteria are strictly more general that the EX* criterion, 
hence, they fail to meet the second point of criticism. On the other hand, 
the HUEX criteria turn out to be strict enough in the way they control the 
density of errors so that, for each real a e [0, 1), the HUEX ~ and EX* 
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criteria are incomparable. We discuss in Section 4 how this result can be 
interpreted as supporting Case's criticism of the EX ~ and EX* criteria. We 
discuss in the concluding section how one can develop analogs of the 
AEX, UEX, and HUEX criteria in the context of inductive inference of 
languages from texts (Case and Lynes, 1982; Osherson and Weinstein, 
1982; Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein, 1982, 1986). 
2. BACKGROUND NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Generally, a, b, and c range over real numbers; e, and lower case letters 
near the middle and end of the alphabet,..., l, m, n, p,..., x, y, z, range over 
N= {0, 1, 2,... }, the natural numbers; q and r range over rational numbers; 
and f, g, and h range over total functions from N to N. a and fl range over 
partial functions from N to N. a =" fl (read: a is an n-variant of fl) means 
that, for all but at most n values x, a(x) =fl(x). a=*/3 (read: a is a finite 
variant of fl) means that, for all but at most finitely many of x, a(x)= fl(x). 
a(x) ~ means x ~ range(a) and a(x) 1" means x ¢ range(a), a__c/~ (resp. a c fl, 
a ~ fl, and a ~ fl) means that the graph of a is contained in (resp. strictly 
contained in, contains, and strictly contains) the graph of ft. The sequence 
(~,bi)ieN denotes ome fixed acceptable numbering of the partial recursive 
functions (Rogers, 1967). We shall refer to i as a program for ~bi. (qsi)ie u 
denotes ome fixed Blum complexity measure (Blum, 1967) associated with 
(Oi)ieU" For all /and  s, ~b~= {(x, Oi(x))lx<s and qbi(x)<s }. For all i, 
We denotes domain(~bi). (Thus, ( Wi)i~ N is an enumeration of the r.e. sets.) 
For all i and s, W~ denotes domain(~b~). 2x. a(x) denotes a. Init denotes the 
class of functions from N to N which have finite initial segments of N as 
domains; tr and r generally range over Init. We shall suppose that Init has a 
canonical indexing, (a~)ieN, such that one can compute, given i, a finite 
tabulation of the graph of try. (Such an indexing is simple to construct.) 
a <r  (not to be confused with a c r) means that a's canonical index is 
<27'S. O~ ~y denotes {(x,e(x) ) lx<y and xedomain(a)}. A,B, and C 
range over subsets of N. A denotes the complement of A in N. [A[ denotes 
the cardinality of A. For x and y ~ N, [x, y] (resp. [x, y) and [x, oo)) 
generally denotes {zeN[x~z<.y}  (resp.{zeN[x<~z<y} and 
{zeNIx<~z}), although sometimes [x ,y ]  and [x ,y)  denote the 
corresponding intervals in the real numbers. It will always be clear from 
context which of these meanings i intended. Given an interval [m, n] in N, 
the length of Ira, n] is n-m and the size of [m, n] is [[m, n][ =n-m+ 1. 
For X, a set of real numbers, inf(X) denotes the largest real number (if 
any) less than every member of X and sup(X) denotes the smallest real 
number (if any) greater every member of X. For a sequence of real num- 
bers (am)meN, l imm~a m denotes l imm~inf({a, ln>>.m}) and 
643/70/2-3-5 
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limm~ ~ a m denotes limm~ ~ sup({an In ~> m}). We shall freely make use of 
the fact from elementary real analysis that, if all the elements of the 
sequence (am)m~N are in the interval [b, c], then both limm_~ am and 
limm ~ ~ a m converge and b ~< li__mm m ~ m a,, ~ ~< li---m,, ~ 0o a m ~ ~ c. (See 
Rudin, 1976 for a reference.) x ' -y=x-y ,  if x-y>>.O; O, otherwise. 
LaJ = the greatest integer ~< a. N denotes the class of recursive functions. 
We now present the basic, formal definitions for inductive inference 
machines, following Case and Smith (1983) fairly closely. For the remain- 
der of this section, let a range over the set (N u {*}). 
DEFINITION 2.1 (Gold, 1967). An inductive inference machine (abbre- 
viated IIM) is an algorithmic device M which takes the graph of a (total) 
function from N to N an ordered pair at a time (in any order), and which 
from time to time, as it is receiving its input, outputs programs. M has no a 
priori bounds on how much time or memory resources it uses. 
M ranges over IIMs. We follow Case and Smith (1983) in considering 
only total functions as inputs to IIMs. This simplifies our exposition. All of 
our results, however, carry over to the setting where, as in (Blum and 
Blum, 1975), the input f is partial recursive. 
DEFINITION 2.2 (Case and Smith, 1983). MEXa-identifies f (written 
f s  EXa(M)) iff M, when fed the graph off, in any order, outputs over time 
only finitely many programs and the last of these, p, is such that ~bp =af  
We usually write EX for EX °. We say that M is order independent iff, for 
any function f, the corresponding sequence of programs output by M is 
independent of the order in which f is input. The EX case of the following 
lemma appears in (Case and Smith, 1983) and is a modification of a similar 
lemma in (Blum and Blum, 1975) for the partial function case. Case and 
Smith's proof easily extends to the general, EX ~ case. 
LEMMA 2.3. Any I IMM can be effectively transformed into a 
corresponding M' such that EXa(M)c EXa(M ') and M' is order indepen- 
dent. 
Henceforth, we shall assume that all IIMs are order independent. 
DEFINITION 2.4 (a) M(o-) denotes M's most recent output immediately 
after M has been fed the finite number of ordered pairs making up the 
graph of ~. We shall assume, without any loss of generality, that 
2i. [M(al)] is a (total) recursive function, where ( f f s )seN is canonical 
indexing of Init. By convention M(~)  = 0. 
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(b) M(f )  denotes the last program M outputs given input f, if M 
outputs a last program; M(f )  is undefined, otherwise. 
(c) EXa= {Se[ for some M, 5f~_EX~(M)}, i.e., the collection of sets 
5 p such that some IIM EX~-identifies each element of 50. 
We shall, as in Definition 2.4(c), typically identify a criterion K with the 
class of sets 5 e such that some IIM K-identifies each element of 5g. Thus, 
when we say a criterion Ko is contained in (resp. incomparable to) criterion 
K1 we shall mean that the class of sets associated with Ko is contained in 
(resp. incomparable to) the class of sets associated with K1. 
Along with the EX °, EX  1 ..... EX* hierarchy, Case and Smith (1983) 
introduced another infinite hierarchy of identification criteria which we 
define below. The "BC" stands for behaviorly correct. 
DEFINITION 2.5 (Case and Smith, 1983). (a) MBCa-identifies f (writ- 
ten f~  BCa(M)) iffM, when fed the graph off,  in any order, outputs over 
time an infinite sequence of computer programs all but finitely many of 
which compute f.
(b) BC~= {SP I for some M, 5P~_BC~(M)}. 
We usually write BC for BC °. Barzdin (1974) defined a notion equivalent 
to BC independently of Case and Smith. Lemma 2.3 extends to the BC a 
criteria, so our order independence assumption on IIMs does not lose us 
any generality for these criteria. We state the basic hierarchy results about 








For all noN,  EX~ c EX ~ +1 
~.)naN EX~ c EX*. 
EX* c BC. 
For all n ~ N, BC" c BC n + 1. 
U n ~ N BCn ~ BC*. 
e BC*, i.e., there is an M that BC*-identifies every recursive 
Parts (a), (b), (d), and (e) are due to Case and Smith (1983). Part (f) is 
due to L. Harrington and part (c) was done by Case and Smith in 
collaboration with Harrington, see (Case and Smith, 1983). Blum and 
Blum (1975) first showed EXcEX* .  Independently of Case and Smith, 
Barzdin (1974) showed EXcBC.  Case and Smith note that Barzdin's 
proof of EXc  BC actually shows part (c). 
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3. APPROXIMATE EXPLANATORY IDENTIFICATION 
We shall be concerned with inductive inference identification criteria 
which permit an IIM M on input f to converge to a program p such that 
~bp may be infinitely often different from f, but where the "density of errors" 
in the approximation of ~bp to f is no more than a certain prespecified 
amount. There turn out to be a number things one might mean by the 
"density of errors" of an approximation. This section develops one such 
notion and its associated identification criteria, and the next section does 
the same for two more conservative notions. We formalize each of these 
"density of errors" notions in terms of a related notion of "density" of sub- 
sets of N. The following plays a key role in all of our "density" definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose A_cN. Suppose BeN is finite and non- 
empty. Then, the density of A in B (written d(A;B)) is the number 
IA c~ BI/]B ]. 
One can think of d(A; B) as the probability of selecting an element of A 
when choosing an arbitrary element from B. Now, one general strategy for 
assigning a "density" to an A _~ N is to consider larger and larger B and see 
what limit d(A; B) tends toward, if any. The following definition gives a 
simple, fairly natural way to do this. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The density of A (written d(A)) is limx+ood(A; 
[0, x]). 
Since, for all A and all x, we have 0 ~< d(A; [0, x] ) ~< 1, it follows that, for 
all A, d(A) exists and is in [0, 1 ]. We note that, d(A) >1 a implies that, for 
larger and larger x, the density of A in 1-0, x] cannot be much less than a. 
That is, for all e > 0, there exists Xo such that, for all x > Xo, d(A; [0, x])~> 
a -~.  Definition 3.1 is a variation of a definition of S. Tennenbaum, see 
(Rogers, 1967, p. 156) and (Jackson, 1971). The use of the lira in 
Definition 3.2 makes d fairly conservative in the way it assigns densities to 
sets. For example, let A co 2n 22n+1) = U,=01  , . It is easy to show that d(A)= 
d(.4) = 0. We note two facts we will need about d. 
LEMMA 3.3(a). I f  A and B are disjoint sets, then d(A) + d(B) <<. d(A w B). 
(b) For all A and B, B~_A implies d(A -B )  <.d(A)-d(B). 
Proof Part (a) follows from the fact from elementary real analysis 
that, if (an)n~ u and ~bn)ne N are  bounded sequences of reals, 
then (limn ~ 0o an) + (limn ~ oo bn) ~< limn ~ ~(an + bn). Part (b) follows 
immediately from part (a). | 
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DEFINITION 3.4. Suppose c~ and fl are two partial functions. 
(a) The asymptotic agreement between ~ and fl (written aa(~, fl)) is 
d({x I 
(b) The asymptotic disagreement between ~ and fl (written ad(e, fl)) is 
1 - aa(e ,  fl). 
Definition 3.4(b) is a generalization of a notion of Rose and Ullian 
(1963); also see (Rogers, 1967, p. 249). Note that ad(c~,fl)= 
l imx~ood({yle(y)¢f l(y)}; [0, x]), so ad(~,fl) is, roughly, an 
"asymptotic upper bound" on how dense the disagreement between c~ and 
can be on larger and larger initial segments of N. Taking ad(e, fl) as 
bounding the "error density" of the approximation of ~ to fl, the analog of 
the EX ~ (n ~ N) criteria for this particular notion of error density is given 
by 
DEFINITION 3.5. Suppose a is a real in the interval [0, 1 ]. 
(a) IIM MAEX a identifies f (written f~AEXa(M)) iff M(f)~,and 
ad(f, ~M(f)) ~ a. 
(b) AEX a= {SP[ for some IIM M, Y~_AEX~(M)}. 
AEX stands for approximate explanatory identification. When we want to 
refer to the (AEX~)~Eo.1] criteria collectively, we refer to them as the 
AEX criteria. C. Smith (private communication) independently defined a 
class of identification criteria which are similar to, but less general than, 
our AEX criteria. Podnieks (1975) and, in improving Podnieks' results, 
Chen (1981, Theorem 5.9) employed what amounts to a density notion in 
IIM work, but they did not use density notions to define identification 
criteria. 
N.B. Recall that in the IIM model we take a phenomenon to be a 
(discrete and deterministic) mapping from possible experiments to out- 
comes of experiments. We model a phenomenon, F, by a recursive 
f :N~N which maps the code of an experiment o a code of the 
corresponding outcome, where we presuppose particular "G6del num- 
berings" of experiments and of experimental outcomes. The "density" of the 
codes of a class of experiments can vary greatly between different G6del 
numberings of experiments. For example, it is easy to imagine G6del num- 
berings of dispersion experiments in which the set of codes of experiments 
involving the X-ray region has density (as per Definition 3.2) 0 and other 
G6del numberings in which the corresponding set of codes has density 1. 
Thus, it is important o realize that, in interpreting the various density 
related notions of this paper (e.g., the AEX criteria) as being about 
experiments, the G6del numbering of experiments i  an essential parameter 
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in such interpretations. It would be nice if there was an interesting, non- 
trivial notion of "density of experiments" that was completely independent 
of the choice of G6del numbering, but such a notion seems unlikely. What 
does seem likely is that there are non-trivial density notions that are 
invariant across r.e. sequences of G6del numberings which satisfy certain 
conditions, e.g., pairwise recursive isomorphism. We leave as an open 
problem the investigation of these notions. 
We observe that EX*~AEX °. We also note that since the asymptotic 
disagreement between any two functions is ~< 1, any IIM that converges on 
all input functions AEXl-identifies every recursive function. Hence, the 
AEX 1 criterion is a degenerate case. It is evident that if a < b, then 
AEX ac_ AEX b. Our main result on the AEJ( criteria is that they form a 
strict hierarchy. That is, 
THEOREM 3.6. For all real a and b such that O <~ a < b <<. l, 
AEX ~ ~ AEX b. 
We noted that a < b implies AEX ac_ AEX b. To show that the contain- 
ment is strict, we prove three lemmas, Lemmas 3.7, 3.9, and 3.10. The 
theorem falls out directly from Lemma 3.10 and the density of the rationals 
in the reals. The key lemma in the theorem's proof is the following. 
LEMMA 3.7 (the main lemma). For each r.e. set A and for each s > O, 
there exists a recursive B c_ A such that d(B) >>. d(A) - e. 
Proof Fix an r.e. A and an e > 0. Pick a rational q and n 6 N such that 
d(A)-e<<,q-1/n<q<~d(A) .  Let x0=0.  Pick X l>0 such that, for all 
x>~xl, d(A;EO, x ] )>q-1 /2n .  (By our choices of q and n and by 
Definition 3.2, there clearly is such an xl.)  For all s>0,  let X,+x = 2nxs. 
Hence, 
for al ls>O, x, 1 1 x~+l<~. (3.1) 
We construct B in stages s > 0, where in stage s we add to B a sufficiently 
dense subset of A in the interval [Xs_ 1, xs). The trick of the construction is
to keep adding elements to B in the interval [x, 1, xs) until we discover 
enough elements from A c~ [xs_ 1, xs+ 1] to put into B so as to guarantee 
that, for all x~[xs ,  xs+l), d(B; [O ,x ] )>q-1 /n .  The trick is necessary 
because A may be very dense in [-xs 1, x,) and very sparse in Ix,, Xs+l); 
hence, B may also have to be very dense in [xs_ 1, x~) in order to have, for 
x ~ [Xs, x~+l), d(B; [0, x] )> q -  1/n. The Xs'S were chosen so that in stage 
s, for x~[x , ,x ,+ l ) ,  the contribution of the elements of B<x~ to the 
magnitude of d(B; [-0, x] )  is no small as to be safely ignored in our efforts 
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to make d(B; [0, x]) > q -  1In. Let i be such that We = A. For each s > 0, 
let t, be the least number such that 
1 
forallxs[xa,X~+l], d(W); [O,x])>q 2n" (3.2) 
By our choice of Xl, we know that, for each s > 0, there exists such a L. It 
is clear that, given i, q, n, and Xl, one can, for each s > 0, effectively find t~. 
Now, let Bo = ~ and, for each s > 0, Bs = B~ i w ( W~, n Ix,_ 1, Xs)). We 
note that, for all s, Bs~_(Ac~[O,x~)). Let B=Us>~oBs. Clearly, B is a 
recursive subset of A. Observe that by our choices of q,  t2,..., we have that 
t~ ~< t2 ~ t3 ~< "" ". Hence, it follows by our construction of B that 
for all s>0,  B~(W~sn[xs 1,00)). (3.3) 
CLAIM. For all x>~xl, d(B; [0, x ] )>q-  1/n. 
Proof of Claim. We first fix an X~Xl.  Let s>0 be such that 
xe[Xs, Xs+l). By (3.3), B~_(W~'n[xs_l, oo)). Hence, d(B;[O,x])>>, 
d((W~sn[x~ 1, oo)); [0, x3) /> d(W~;[O,x])-d([O, xs_l);[O,x]) = 
d(W~s;[O,x])-x, 1/(x+l) .  Since x<x,+l ,  it follows by (3.2) that 
d(W~;[O,x))>q-(1/2n). Since x>~x,, we have that X~_l/(X+l)< 
Xs_l/(X~+l) which, by (3.1), is <l/2n. Hence, d(W~s;[O,x]) - 
x~ 1/(x + 1) > q -  (1/2n) - (1/2n) = q -  (I/n). Therefore, the claim follows. 
Hence, by the claim, d(B) >>. q - 1/n which, by our choices of q and n, is 
>~d(A)-e. Therefore, d(B)~d(A) -e  as required. I 
Technical Remarks on Lemma 3.7. Lemma 3.7 is a density analog of the 
theorem of elementary recursive function theory that every infinite r.e. set 
has an infinite recursive subset. It would be nice if every r.e. set A had a 
recursive subset B with d(B)=d(A). This is not the case. We sketch an 
argument to show this. First, it turns out that {i] d(Wi) = 1} is a / /4  com- 
plete set. (We can show this by a fairly direct argument which we omit.) 
Then, it is easy to argue that, if it was the case that each density 1, r.e. set 
had a density 1, recursive subset, then {i ld(Wi)= 1} would be a 2"4 set, 
contradicting that set's//4 completeness just stated. Hence, not every den- 
sity 1, r.e. set can have a density 1, recursive subset. 
Note that in Lemma 3.7 our definition of B was non-constructive in two 
places: (i) in our choices of q and n, and (ii) in our choice of Xl. We can 
show, for each of (i) and (ii), that the choice cannot be made constructive 
even in the case where the other choice is given before hand. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Suppose that q is a rational in [0, 1). Suppose a is 
finite function. Then, there exists no part&l recursive function ~ such that, for 
each recursive f ~ a, ad(f, ~) ~ q. 
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Proof Suppose by way of contradiction that there exists such an ~. Let 
A =c~-1(0). Clearly, A is r.e. Note that d(A)=d({x le(x)=(2y 'O)(x)}) ;  
hence, 1-d(A)=ad(e ,  2y.O), which by hypothesis is ~<q<l. Thus, 
d(A)~>(1-q)>0.  Let r be a rational such that 0<r< 1 -q .  Let B be a 
recursive subset of A such that d(B)>~ d(A) -  r. (By Lemma 3.7, such a B 
exists.) Now, consider the recursive function Cn. Since {x le (x )= 
Cn(x)}~(A-B) ,  we have that d({x le(x)=C~(x)})<~d(A-B) .  Since 
B ~ A, by Lemma 3.3(b) d(A - B) <~ d(A) - d(B) which, by our choice of B, 
is ~< r. Hence, d({x [ c~(x)= Cn(x)})~ r. Therefore, it follows, by our choice 
of r < 1 - q, that ad(cq C~) > q, a contradiction. | 
LEMMA 3.9. Suppose that q is a rational in the interval [0, 1). Then, 
(E AEJ( q. 
Proof Suppose by way of contradiction that there is an M such that 
~l e AEXq(M). Define a recursive function f in stages s as follows. Let 
ao = ffS. For each stage s/> 0, we determine as+l, a finite function defined 
on an initial segment of N, which we make = a,. f is then the union of the 
if'S; 
Stage s. 
Search for the least z e Init such that 
(a) ~r ;  
(b) M(r)#M(~s).  
If such a z is ever found, set as+ 1 to z. 
End of stage s. 
CLAIM. At every stage s, the search for ~ halts. 
Proof of Claim. Suppose by way of contradiction that, for some stage s, 
the search of • never terminates. Then, since N e AEXq(M), it follows that, 
for all recursive f=as ,  ad(¢M(~s),f)<~q; contradicting Corollary 3.8. 
Hence, the claim follows. 
Therefore, by the construction and the claim, f (= Us~O a,) is recursive 
and M(f)T, contradicting our hypothesis on M. | 
LEMMA 3.10. Suppose q and r are rationals uch that 0 <~ q < r <~ 1. Then, 
AEX q c AEX r. 
Proof Let m and n be integers such that r=m/n.  Let 
B= {x [ (xmod n)<m}.  Clearly, B is recursice. It is straightforward that 
d(B)=r and that d(B)= 1 - r .  Let 5e= { feNI  for each xeB,  f (x )=0}.  It 
follows that 5 e c AEX r. Suppose by way of contradiction that for some 
I IMM,  5~eAEXq(M). For each feN,  let f '=2x- [0 ,  if xeB;  f(x),  
otherwise]. Clearly, for all fe  N, f 'e  5~, and hence, f ' e  AEXq(M). Fix an 
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arbitrary foe N. Let p = M(fd). Let A = {x [ Op(X) = fd(x)}. Without loss 
of generality we can assume that A ~_ B. Then, since fd ~ AEXq(M), it 
follows that d(A) >~ 1 - q. 
CLAIM. d(AnB)>~r-q .  
Proof of Claim. We first observe that by our definition of B we have 
that, for all x, d(B; [0, x]) ~< 1 - r. Fix an e > 0. Pick Xo such that, for all 
x>>.Xo, d(A)-e<~d(A; [0, x] )=d(A riB; [-0, x] )+d(A n/~; [-0, x])  which 
is <~d(AnB; [0, x ] )+ l - r .  Hence, for all x>~xo, d (A) - (1 - r ) -e<~ 
d(A ~ B; [0, x]). Therefore, it follows that d(A n B) >~ d(A) - (1 - r). Since, 
d(A) >I 1 - q, we have that d(A) - (1 - r) t> (1 - q) - (1 - r) = r - q. Hence, 
the claim follows. 
Now, since {xl(~p(X)=fo(x)}~_(AnB), we have by the claim that 
d({x[~bp(X)=fo(x)})>~r-q. Let M' be an IIM such that, for all 
f ,M ' ( f )=M( f ' ) .  We have then that fo~AEXt-~'-q)(M').  Therefore, it 
follows that ~AEX ~ (r-q)(M'), contradicting Lemma 3.9. | 
Smith and Velauthaphillai (1985) present refinements of our results 
which establish "mind-change trade-offs" (see Case and Smith, 1983) 
between the AEX and EX" criteria. 
We now establish the relationship of the AEX hierarchy to the BC and 
EX hierarchies. 
THEOREM 3.11. (AEX° -U~=oBCn)~.  
Proof. Let B= {2 n I n ,N} .  Clearly, d(B)= 1. Let 6 e= { f~ l  for each 
x ~ B, f (x )  = 0}. Clearly, 5 ° ~ AEX °. Suppose by way of contradiction that, 
for some IIM M, and some n ~ N, ~ ~ BC n. For each recursive f, let f '  
denote 2x" [0, if x~B; f( log 2 x), if xq~B]; hence, for all x, f (x)=f ' (2x) .  
Clearly, for each recursive f, f '  ~ 5 p ~_ BC"(M). Let M' be a modified ver- 
sion of M such that, for all f, ~bM,~i) =2x. ~bM//,)(2x). Then, it follows that 
~t ~ BC"(M'), contradicting (Case and Smith, 1983, Theorem 3.7). | 
Since by Case and Smith (1983, Theorem 3.1), EX* c BC, and since, as 
we have noted, EX*~_ AEX °, we have 
COROLLARY 3.12. EX* c AEX °. 
THEOREM 3.13. (BC-  Vow<a< 1 AEXa) v ~ ~.  
Proof. Let 5 e= {fl  for all but finitely many x, ~bi~x)=f }. Case and 
Smith (1983, Theorem 3.1 ) prove that 5 p ~ (BC-  EX*). We shall show that 
5e~(BC-Uo<~a<IAEX a) by an argument based on Case and Smith's 
proof of their Theorem 3.1. One of the key elements we borrow from Case 
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and Smith's proof is the use of Case's operator ecursion theorem (Case 
and Smith, 1983, Lemma 3.2). This theorem states that, for each effective 
operation (Rogers, 1967) O, one can effectively find a 1 1 recursive 
function g such that for all i and x, we have ~g( i ) (x ) :¢9(g) ( ( i , x ) ) .  
Intuitively, this theorem says that one can find a repetition free sequence of 
programs g(0), g(1) .... such that each program g(i) can construct quiescent 
copies of any subcollection (effectively determined from i and x) of the 
entire sequence of programs (which subcollection may include g(i) itself); 
g(i) can then use this subcollection together with i and x in any further 
preassigned computation. 
Now, let M be given. It suffices to exhibit, for each a t [0, 1), an 
f t  (S f -AEX~(M)) .  Fix an a t  [0, 1). Let k be an integer such that 
(1 -a )k  > 1. By implicit use of the operator ecursion theorem we obtain a 
repetition free sequence of programs g(0), g(1) .... such that one of these 
programs computes an f t  (5~-  AEX~(M)) .  We construct he ~bgl~)'s in suc- 
cessive stages s = 0, 1,.... For all i and s, ~bg<~),~ will denote the finite initial 
segment of ~bg~ defined before the beginning of Stages. For all i, 
Stage s. 
Let qs = M(~bg~O),s). Let x s be the least number not in domain(~bg~o),s). Let 
I s={sk , . . . , sk+k }. For each i c I  s and each x<xs ,  make 
Og(i),s + 1(x)  : ~g(O),s(X)" 
For x = x~, x~ + 1, xs + 2,... successively define ~bg<i),~+ l(X) = g(i) for each 
i t [~ until, if ever, an x is discoved such that for some i t  Is, we 
have M(~)g~i), ~ + 1 ~=, + 1 ) ~ qs. 
If such an x is discoved in the above search, then let i be the least mem- 
ber of I s such that M(~bg~i), ~ +1 rx + 1) ~ qs. Set ~bg~o), s +1 = ~bg~i),s + 
and make program g(i) from this point on simulate program g(0) 
on all inputs not yet in its domain so that g(i) will compute ~bg~O). 
End of stage s. 
Case 1. Some Stage s never terminates. Then, by the construction, for 
each i E Is, (~g~) is total and = * ,~x'g(i); hence, ~g(i) ~ ~,CP. Furthermore, it
follows that for each ieI~, we have m((~g~i))~:q~. We show that 
{(~g~i)lieI~} ~ AEX~(M).  For each i, let A~= {xl(~q~(X)=g(i)}. Since the 
Ai's are disjoint, we have by Lemma3.3(a) that d(As~+~)+. . .+  
d(Ask+k) <~ d(~t~A~)  ~< 1. Now, suppose by way of contradiction that 
(q~g<i)li~I~}=AEXa(M). Then it follows that for each ie/~ we have 
d(Ai) >~ (1 - a). Hence, d(Ask + 1) + "'" + d(Ask+x) >~ (1 - a)k which, by our 
choice of k, is >1, a contradiction. Choose f from ({~,bg~i)lit/~)- 
AEX~(M)).  Therefore, f t (5 ~ - AEX~(M)) .  
Case 2. Not Case 1. The ~b~o) is a (total) recursive function and, by the 
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construction, everything in its range is a program for ~bg(o ). Furthermore, 
since each stage terminates, then by the construction M(~bg(o))T. Let 
f -  ~bg(o ). Therefore, f e (5 ~ - AEXa(M)). | 
Velauthapillai pointed out an error in a earlier version of the above 
proof and with Smith he independently arrived at similar proof for the 
above theorem. 
4. UNIFORM APPROXIMATE EXPLANATORY IDENTIFICATION 
The AEX identification criteria meet our stated objective of finding 
criteria that allow an identifying program (p =M( f ) )  to have infinitely 
many errors, but where the "error density" (i.e., 
li---mx_, oo d({ylq3p(y)¢f(y)};  [0, x])) is bounded above by a prespeeified 
value. However, this way of bounding the "density of errors" permits some 
peculiarities. We consider an example. Let C = Un ~ U[2 n+ n, 2 n +1). Clearly, 
d(C)= 1. Suppose program p and recursive function f are such that 
C= {x[q)p(X)=f(x)}. Then aa(fkp, f )=  1; hence, ad(Op, f )=  0. Therefore, 
by the standards of the previous ection ~bp is a "good" approximation to f 
But, {x[Op(x)~f(x)}=C , which contains arbitrarily large intervals. 
Hence, while p may provide a good "global" approximation to f, locally 
(i.e., in intervals of a given length) the approximation can be very bad. This 
problem motivates the notion of uniform density developed in the next 
three definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The uniform density of A in intervals of length >~m 
(written udm(A)) is inf({d(A; Ix, y ] ) lx  and yeN and y-x>>.m}). 
Observe that, for each A and all m, udm(A)<<,udm+l(A)<<.l. Thus, we 
have from elementary real analysis that, for each A, limm ~ co udm(A) exists. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The uniform density of A (written ud(A)) is 
limm _ oo udm(A). 
Thus, ud(A) >~ a implies that, for all e > 0, there exists a sufficiently large 
m such that, for all finite intervals I of length >>, m, d(A; I) > a - e. To see 
how ud differs from d, let us consider C, the example set given above. We 
noted that d(C) = 1. However, it follows easily that for all m, ud,,(C) = 0; 
hence, ud(C) = O. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Suppose ~ and fl are two partial recursive functions. 
(a) The asymptotic uniform agreement between ~ and fl (written 
aua(~, fl)) is ud( {x [ ~(x)= fl(x) } ). 
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(b) The asymptotic uniform disagreement between ~ and [3 (written 
aud(~, [3)) is 1 -aua(c~, [3). 
Suppose we think of a given ~ as an approximation to ft. Then, 
aud(et, [3) <~ a implies that, for all e > 0, there is an n such that, for all inter- 
vals I of length n or greater, the density of errors of ~'s approximation to [3 
in I (i.e., d({x [ ~(x) ~ [3(x)}; I)) is < a + e. The analog of the AEX criteria 
for this notion of "error density" is given by 
DEFINITION 4.4. Suppose a is a real in [0, 1 ]. 
(a) IIM M UEX a identifies f (written f E UEXa(M)) iff M(f )  J, and 
aud(f, ~t(f))  <~ a. 
(b) UEX°= {~ I for some IIM M, ~_c UEXa(M)}. 
UEX stands for uniform approximate explanatory identification. 
Whenever we want to refer to the (UEXa)~Eo.11 criteria collectively, we 
refer to them as the UEX criteria. In work independent of ours, Smith and 
Velauthapillai (private communication) also discovered the UEX criteria. 
Observe that UEX 1 contains N for the same silly reason that AEX* does. 
By adjusting the proofs of the previous section slightly, we obtain 
Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 and Corollary 4.7. 
THEOREM 4.5. For all reals a and b such that O <~ a < b <~ l, 
UEX a c UEX b. 
(b) (BC-Uo~a<l  UEXa)#~.  
COROLLARY 4.7. EX* c UEX °. 
The relationship of the UEX hierarchy to the AEX hierarchy is simple to 
establish. 
THEOREM 4.8(a). For all aE [0, 1), (AEX ° -  UEXa)~ ~.  
(b) For all reals a and b in [0, 1], a<~b implies UEXacAEX b. 
(c) For all reals a and b in [0, 1 ], a < b implies (UEX b - AEX ~) ~ ~.  
Proof. To show part (a), first let C=O,~N[2"+n,  2~+I). Let 
5 e= { f~ l fo r  each xeC,  f (x )=0}.  It is clear that 5~EAEX °, but it is 
straightforward that, for every real a s [0, 1), 5e ~ UEX °. 
By Definitions 3.5 and 4.3 we have that, if a ~< b, then UEX ~c_ AEX b. By 
part (a), the containment is strict. Hence, part (b) follows. 
To show part (c), first suppose q and r are rationals in [-0, 1] and q < r. 
We observe that the 50 of the proof of Lemma 3.10 is, by its definition, in 
UEX ~. Hence, it follows by the proof of Lemma3.10 that 
( UEX "r - AEX q) ~ ~.  Part (c) then follows from the density of the rationals 
in the reals. I 
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Smith and Velauthapillai (private communication) have shown versions 
of Theorems 4.5 through 4.8 for their formulation of the UEX criteria. 
There is a sense in which the uniformity requirements imposed by the 
UEX criteria are not as strict as one might like. We consider an example. 
For each keN,  let Ck= [0, 2k)• 0 ,~k[2"  +k,  2"+1). For each kEN, let 
gk be the characteristic function of Ck. Clearly, for each k, ud(Ck)= 1. 
Hence, it follows that, for each k, aud(2x" 0, gk) = 0. Thus, if Mo is an IIM 
that on all inputs produces ome fixed program for 2x. 0, then Mo UEX °- 
identifies every member of { go, gl .... }. However, for any given ko, we have 
that for all but finitely many k, the set {x ] (2y'0) (x) ~ gk(x)} contains 
intervals of length ko or greater. Hence, the M0 discussed above fails to 
give uniformly good approximations across the class {go, gl .... }. This 
problem motivates the HUEX criteria developed is the next three 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.9. Suppose a and fl are two partial recursive functions. 
Suppose m e N. 
(a) The asymptotic uniform agreement between ~ and fl on intervals of 
length >~ m (written aua,n( ~, fl ) ) is udm ( { x ] ~( x ) = fl ( x ) } ). 
(b) The asymptotic uniform disagreement between ~ and fl on intervals 
of length >>. m (written audm(a, fl)) is 1 - auam(a, fl). 
Thus, audm(a, f l)=a implies that, on all intervals I of length m or 
greater, d({x I a(x) ~ fl(x) }; I) ~< a. 
DEFINITION 4.10. Suppose a is a real in [0, 1]. Suppose meN.  
(a) An IIM MHUEXa'm-identifies f (written feHUEXa'm(M)) iff 
M(f)  ~ and audm(f, (~m(f)) ~ a. 
(b) HUEXa'm= {~ [ for some IIM M, 5¢~_HUEXa'm(M)}. 
DEFINITION 4.11. Suppose a is a real in [0, 1]. 
(a) Suppose M is an IIM. Then, HUEX~(M)= U,,~N HUEXa'm(M) •
(b) HUEXO= {5 P [for some IIM M, 5~ =_ HUEXa( M) }. 
HUEX stands for homogeneous niform approximate xplanatory iden- 
tification. When we wish to refer to the (HUEXa)a~EO.~1 criteria collec- 
tively, we shall call them the HUE)( criteria. Note that as in the AEX and 
UEX cases, HUEX 1 contains ~ and, hence, is a degenerate criterion. 
By Definition 4.11(a) we have that, if 5 ~ _ HUEXa(M), then, there exists 
an mo such that, for every interval I of length/> mo and every f in the class 
5¢, M(f )  J, and d({x ] OM(f)(x) ¢f (x )  }; I) ~< a. In contrast to the AEX and 
UEX cases there is no notion of an IIM HUEX~-identifying a particular 
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function. By adjusting the proofs of Section 3 slightly, we obtain the 
following two theorems and corollary. 
THEOREM 4.12. For all reals a and b such that 0~<a<b~<l,  
HUEX ~ c HUEX b. 
THEOREM 4.13(a). ( HUEX°-  U~=0 BC") ~ ~j. 
(b) (BC-U0<,<l  HUEXa)- f i~.  
COROLLARY 4.14. (HUEX ° -  EX*) ~ ;~. 
Our most interesting result about the HUEX criteria is the following, 
which gives a nice contrast between EX* and the HUEX criteria. 
THEOREM 4.15. (EX* -  U0<a<l HUEXa) ~ ~J. 
Theorem 4.15 implies that there is a class 5 e which is EX*-identifiable, 
but any IIM M that EX*-identifies 5 e is such that, given an arbitrary 
integer n, there are infinitely many fc  5 a such that ~bM(S) differs from f on 
some interval of length n, and, furthermore, there is no real a < 1 and no 
n s N such that any IIM can, for each f e 5 p, converge to a program which 
has the density of the error set of its approximation to f bounded above by 
a on intervals of length n, even if we permit this error set to be infinite. This 
result supports Case's criticism of the EX* criterion as impractical since it 
shows that one has very little control over the distribution of errors made 
by an "EX*-identifying" program. 
The proof of Theorem 4.15 depends on two technical results, 
Theorems 4.16 and 4.18, which we show before we present he proof of 
Theorem 4.15. Theorems 4.16 and 4.18 both pertain to the following series 
of classes. For each nsN,  we define 5P~ to be { f l  ~bf(o)=nf}, which is the 
class used in (Case and Smith, 1983, Theorem2.6) to witness that 
(EX" -  EX "-1) ¢ ~.  We also define 5P, to be {f  I q~f(0)=* f}  (= Un~N ~) .  
Case and Smith use 5~, to witness that (EX* -U ,~N EX")¢ ~ (Case and 
Smith, 1983, Corollary 2.7). We also introduce one bit of terminology for 
the statement of Theorem 4.16. We say that x is the point of convergence of 
IIM M on input function f iff, M(f )  J. and x is the least number such that, 
for all y >~ x, M( f  )y +1) = M( f ) .  
THEOREM 4.16. For each n>0,  and for each I IMM,  there exists an 
f e 5P~ such that either M( f )  T or else M( f )  J, and, if x is the point of con- 
vergence of M on f, then, for each y e Ix + 1, x + n ], q~ M~O (Y) ¢ f (  Y)" 
This theorem implies that if an IIM M EX'-identifies all of 5P~, then it is 
necessarily the case that for some fc  St,, the output program M(f )  will be 
incorrect on predicting the next n data points after the point of con- 
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vergence of M on f (Chen, 1981, Theorem 5.3) is a BC"-analog of 
Theorem 4.16. Our proof of Theorem 4.16 will be an adaptation of the 
proof in (Case and Smith, 1983) of their Theorem 2.3 which states that 
(EX ~ - EX o) ~ ~.  
Proof of Theorem 4.16. Fix an IIM M. Rather than construct f directly, 
we define a program e that will be defined on all but at most n numbers. 
The total extension of ~be that is 0 every place that ~be is undefined will turn 
out to be the desired f We construct ~be in stages, s = 0, 1,...; ~be,~ will denote 
that finite part of ~e defined as of the beginning of stage s. By the Kleene 
recursion theorem (Rogers, 1967, p. 214) we can choose e so that 
~e,O= {(0, e)}. In each stage s, we define a number Xs+l. (We choose 
Xo = 1.) We maintain as an invariant of the construction that 
(domain(~be,~)- [x~, xs+n-  1] )= [0, s]. (4.1) 
Clearly, (4.1) holds when s = 0. Now, stage s of the construction is as 
follows: 
Stage s. 
Let I~= [x~, x~+n-  1]. 
Let Ps = M(Oe,s ~xs). 
Search for the least ~r, if any, such that ~be,s ---a, domain(a) = [0, s + 1 ], 
and M(a) ~ p,. 
Condition 1. Such a a was found. 
Then, set ~be.~ + 1 = a and xs + 1 = s + 2. 
Condition 2. No such a was found. 
Then, set ~)e,s+l=Oe,sU{(x,O)lx~A}t..){(x,l'-Op,(X))[x~B}, 
where 
A = ([0, s + 1 ] - /~)  - domain(~be,,) and 
B = ( [0, s + 1 ] n / ,  n domain(~bps)) - domain(~be,s). 
Set x s + 1 = Xs" 
End of stage s. 
It is straightforward to check that at each stage the invariant (4.1) is 
maintained. Let Oe = UsE N Oe,s" Let f be the total extension of ~e which is 0 
all those places where ~e is undefined. Now, to show f is as desired, we 
consider the following two cases. 
Case 1. Condition 1 holds at infinitely many stages of the construction. 
Then, it follows from the actions under Condition 1 that lim~ ~ ~ xs = oe. 
Hence, since (4.1) holds for all s, we have that ~e is total, and, therefore, we 
have f (=~be)~.  From the fact that Condition 1 holds at infinitely many 
stages and the fact that we set ~be,~+~ = a under that condition, it follows 
that M(f)T.  
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Case 2. Condition 1 holds at but finitely many stages. Let t be the 
least stage such that, for all stages s >~ t, Condition 1 fails. Then, by the 
construction, lira,_ 0o Xs = xt, which is easily seen to be > 0. It follows by 
our invariant (4.1) that domain(~be)_ [xt, xt + n-  1 ]. Hence, f is recursive 
and e 4 .  We observe that, at each stage s, in the search for a, f ~s+l is 
always a candidate for a. Thus, since Condition 1 fails for stage t and 
beyond, we have that, for all s>>.t, M( f  ~s+l)=pt,  and, therefore 
M(f).~ = p,. Since t is the least stage such that Condition 1 fails for that 
stage and beyond, we have that (i) if t > 0, then Condition 1 must have 
held at stage t - 1, and, hence, by our construction we have xt = t + 1 and 
M(f  ~t):/=M(f ~t+l), and (ii) if t=0,  then, by our construction, x ,= 1. 
Therefore, it follows that x , -  1 is the point of convergence of M of f We 
observe that in our construction, domain(~be,~) and [x ,  x, + n -  1 ] are dis- 
joint, furthermore, in stages s >/t, if the construction makes ~be defined on 
some x e Ix ,  x~ + n - 1 ], then ~e(X)  = 1 '...t- ~)pt(X)~" Hence, we have that, for 
all xe [x ,  x t+n-1] ,  either ~bp,(x)T ¢ f (x )  or else ~bp,(x)+ = 1 -  ~be(x)$ =
1 " - f (x )#f (x) .  Therefore, f is as claimed. 
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 4.16 we have 
COROLLARY 4.17. For each n>0 and for each I |M M, there exist 
infinitely many f ~ 5¢. such that either M(f)T or else M(f)+ and, if x is the 
point of convergence of M on f then, for each y~[x+l ,x+n] ,  
OM(u)(Y) C f(Y). 
This corollary implies that if M EX*-identifies all of St., then it is 
necessarily the case that, for all n, there are infinitely many f~Se.  such 
that the output program M(f)  will be incorrect on predicting the next 
n data points after the point of convergence of M of f The BC* analog 
of this corollary is implicit in Chapter 5 of (Chen, 1981). Chen improved 
a result of Podnieks (1975) to obtain an interesting constrast o the 
BC* analog of Corollary4.17. Stated in our terminology, this result, 
(Chen, 1981, Theorem 5.9), says, for every n, there is an M that BC*- 
identifies all of ~ and which is such that, for all recursive f, 
d( {x I (Vy~ [x, x + n])[~M(frx+l)(y)= f (y )  ] } )= 1. 
THEOREM 4.18. Suppose a is a real in [0, 1]. Then, 
(a) if n<~a. (m+ 1), then EX~ ~HUEX a'm, and 
(b) if n>a. (m+ l), then 5e,~(EX~-HUEXa'm). 
Proof We first observe that if IIM M HUEXa'm-identifies f, then 
{x [ ~bM(y)(X)Cf(x)} might have as many as l_a" (m + 1)] many members 
is any interval of length m, but no more than that many. From this obser- 
vation, it is easy to see that if I IM M EX'-identifies f and if n ~< a'  (m + I), 
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then this M also HUEXa'm-identifies f Hence, part (a) follows. Part (b) 
follows from the observation and Theorem 4.16. I 
Proof  of  Theorem 4.15. We have noted above that :T, is in EX*. By 
Theorem4.18(b), for each real ae[0 ,1 )  and each m, we have 
~,  q~ HUEX a'm. Hence, 5z, ¢ (Umeu HUEXa'm) = HUEXa. 1 
The following establishes the relationship of the HUEX ~ criteria to the 
AEX and UEX criteria. 
THEOREM 4.19(a). For all a E [0, 1), (UEX ° - HUEX a) ~ ~.  
(b) For all reals a and b in [0, 1), a <<, b implies HUEX~ c UEX b. 
(c) For all reals a and b in [0, 1 ], a < b implies 
(HUEX b -  AEX a) ~ (~. 
Proof  Part (a) follows from Theorem 4.15 and Corollary 4.7. It follows 
directly from Definitions 4.4 and 4.11 that, for all real a~b,  
HUEX ~c_ UEX b. By part (a), the containment is strict. Hence, part (b) 
follows. 
To show part (c), first suppose q and r are rationals in [0, 1] and q < r. 
We observe that the 5z of the proof of Lemma 3.10 is, by its definition, in 
HUEX r. Hence, it follows by the proof of Lemma3.10 that 
(HUEXr - -AEXq)¢ fZ J .  Part (c) then follows from the density of the 
rationals in the reals. | 
Finally, we briefly consider the HUEX "'m criteria. The containment 
relationships between the HUEX a'm criteria are moderately involved. 
However, a few of these relations easily fall out of Definition 4.10 and 
Theorem 4.18. We state these in the following corollary. We leave it as an 
open problem to work out the full details of the HUEX a'm containment 
relations. 
COROLLARY 4.20. Suppose a and b are reals in [0, 1 ]. 
(a) I f La"  (m+ 1)J<Lb" (n+ 1)/, then HUEXa"  cHUEX b'". 
(b) I f  a < l and if  n - m < a 1, then HUEXa'm c HUEX ~'". 
(c) I fb -a>(m+ 1) 1, then HUEXa 'm~HUEX b'm. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Extensions. The previous two sections introduced several different types 
of identification criteria. Each of these types of criteria arose from 
generalizing Case and Smith's EX" (n~N)  criteria where, in place of 
bounding the total number of errors permitted in an identifying program, 
we instead bound the identifying program's "density of errors." The ideas of 
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Section 3 and 4 can be easily applied to similarly generalize other sorts of 
criteria. For example, one can easily define the BC analogs to the AEX, 
UEX, and HUEX criteria, which we shall call ABC, UBC, and HUBC, 
respectively. It is a simple observation that, for every a e [-0, 1 ], both the 
ABC a and UBC a criteria contain BC*. But by Harrington's result that 
~BC*, it follows that, for every a, both the ABC ~ and UBC ~ criteria 
collapse to BC*. On the other hand, it follows directly from (Chen, 1981, 
Theorem 5.3) that the HUBC criteria do form a strict hierarchy situated 
between U nEN Bcn and BC*. For another example application, we con- 
sider the inductive inference of grammars for r.e. languages from texts 
(Case and Lynes, 1982; Osherson and Weinstein, 1982; Osherson, Stob, 
and Weinstein, 1982, 1986). This sort of inductive inference is meant to 
model language learning by mechanisms. In this setting, an IIM M is fed a 
text for an r.e. language L c N, where by a text for L we mean a (not 
necessarily effective) enumeration of L. M's outputs are interpreted as 
being conjectured type-0 grammars (i.e., r.e. indices) for L. M is said to 
TxtEX-identify L iff, on every text for L, M outputs a finite number of con- 
jectures the last of which, i, is such that Wi = L. The text analogs of the 
EX" (n ~ N), EX*, BC n (n ~ N), and BC*, called TxtEX ~ (n ~ N), TxtEX*, 
TxtBC ~ (n ~ N), and TxtBC*, respectively, are similarly defined. One can 
easily define text analogs of the AEX, UEX, HUEX, ABC, UBC, and 
HUBC criteria, which we call A TxtEX, UTxtEX, HUTxtEX, A TxtBC, 
UTxtBC, and HUTxtBC, respectively. By easy modification of the proofs 
of Sections 3 and 4, we can show that each of these new types of text 
criteria turn out to form a strict hierarchy. (Unlike the ABC and UBC 
cases, the ATxtBC and the UTxtBC hierarchies do not collapse.) The 
relationships between the A TxtEX, UTxtEX, and HUTxtEX criteria and 
the relationships between the A TxtBC, UTxtBC, and HUTxtBC criteria 
follow essentially the same pattern as the relationships between the AEX, 
UEX, and HUEX criteria. We shall not go into the details of the 
relationships between the ATxtEX, UTxtEX, and HUTxtEX and ATxtBC, 
UTxtBC, and HUTxtBC hierarchies except to mention one sample (and 
characteristic) result that, for real a and b in [0, 1], we have that (i) 
ATxtEX~=ATxtBC ~, if a=b= 1; (ii) ATxtEX~cATxtBC b, if a<.b< 1, 
and (iii) (ATxtEXa-ATxtBCb)¢~.  if a>b. (Case and Lynes (1982) 
show that TxtEX TM ~ TxtBC ~ iff m ~< 2n.) 
Summary and Open Problems. The goal of this paper, as stated in the 
introduction, was to take a first step in meeting two criticisms of the EX* 
and EX ~ citeria: (i) that in admitting only finitely many anomalies in 
explanations, these criteria are too strict to reflect what happens in actual 
scientific inference in which (if one is to believe Lakatos) theories exist in 
"oceans of anomalies"; and (ii) that in failing to control how errors are dis- 
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tributed in explanations, these criteria fail to model what one would want 
in practice because they admit explanations that can be very bad on (finite) 
regions of interest. We presented the AEX, UEX, and HUEX hierarchies of 
criteria, each of which in their individual members admitted explanations 
that have infinitely many errors (or anomalies), but where an a priori 
upper bound on the "density of errors" is placed. The AEX, UEX, and 
HUEX criteria are progressively more strict in how they measure the "den- 
sity of errors" in explanations, and the HUEX criteria are sufficiently strict 
in this measurement that, for all a e [0, 1), HUEX a is incomparable to the 
EX* criterion precisely because of the problem with EX* mentioned in 
criticism (ii) above. We do not claim that any of the AEX, UEX, or HUE)( 
criteria are practical. The AEX and UEX criteria, since each contains EX*, 
are subject o criticism (ii) above. The HUEX (and the HUEX a'm) criteria, 
though they avoid criticism (ii), seem a bit ad hoc and too rigid in their 
requirements. One obvious line of investigation is to experiment with other 
notions of "density of errors" of explanations and study the trade-offs 
between inductive inference criteria based on these notions. Another 
avenue of investigation might be to use the ideas and techniques of this 
paper to study identification criteria which require certain rates of con- 
vergence in the accuracy of conjectured explanations. One way to set up 
such criterion might be to require an IIM, after examining m data points in 
the graph of an input function, to have its current conjectured explanation 
have a "density of errors" of at most g(m), where g is some prespecified 
function from N to the rationals in [0, 1 ]. The motivation for such criteria 
is that, for practical considerations, and IIM that does not converge to a 
correct explanation, but fairly quicly produces reasonably accurate conjec- 
tures and predictably improves their accuracy over time is probably 
preferable to an IIM which does converge to a correct explanation, but 
takes an astronomical amount of time to do and produces nonsensical 
explanations prior to converging. Clearly, there is much work to done in 
formalizing these suggestions. 
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